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A class of pyrochlore oxides, A2Mo2O7 (A = Ho, Y, Dy, Tb) with magnetic ions on corner-
sharing tetrahedra is known to exhibit spin-glass transitions without appreciable amount of quenched
disorder. Recently a disorder-free theoretical model for such a system has been proposed which takes
into account not only spins but also lattice distortions as dynamical variables [K. Mitsumoto, C.
Hotta and H. Yoshino, Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 087201 (2020)]. In the present paper we develop and
analyze an exactly solvable disorder-free mean-field model which is a higher-dimensional counterpart
of the model. We find the system exhibit complex free-energy landscape accompanying replica
symmetry breaking through the spin-lattice coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Glass formation is a generic phenomenon that occurs
in various systems, including structural glasses [1–3], spin
glasses [4–6], orbital glasses [7–9], and charge glasses
[10]. While the possibility of genuine thermodynamic
glass transition is highly debated in the case of struc-
tural glasses[1], thermodynamic spin glass transitions in
magnetic systems with strong quenched disorder is well
established experimentally [5]. The thermodynamic spin-
glass transition is most unambiguously demonstrated by
the measurements of the negatively diverging non-linear
susceptibility with critical scaling at the spin-glass tran-
sition temperature [11–13]. On the theoretical side, Ed-
wards and Anderson proposed that the origin of the spin
glass with quenched disorder is randomness and frustra-
tion [14], which is now widely accepted through analysis
of the Edwards-Anderson (EA) model by mean-field the-
ories exact in the large dimensional limit [15–17] and by
numerical simulations at 3 dimensions on both Ising [18–
20] and Heisenberg [21–23] spins. Remarkably thermody-
namic spin-glass transitions have been established exper-
imentally also in a class of systems without quenched dis-
order, pyrochlore antiferromagnets [8, 9, 24–30] through
experiments including, in particular, the measurements
of the negatively diverging non-linear susceptibility [27].
On the theoretical side, the explanation for the sharp
spin-glass transition without quenched disorder remained
a challenging open problem.

A common feature in the glassy systems mentioned
above is frustration: strong many-body interactions com-
peting with each other. The resultant glassiness is often
viewed in a phenomenological complex free-energy land-
scape picture: free-energy landscape with multiple nearly
degenerate minima separated by high free-energy barri-
ers. One important aspect of such a free-energy land-
scape is the near degeneracy of the energy minima or flat-
ness. Frustration can realize such flat energy landscapes.
Indeed, as a primary approximation, the pyrochlore anti-
ferromagnets can be modeled by the classical Heisenberg

spin model with the nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic
interaction on the pyrochlore lattice which is a three-
dimensional corner-sharing network of tetrahedra (Fig.
1 (a)). Because of the extremely strong geometrical frus-
tration, the low energy landscape of the model exhibits
flatness and the system remains in a classical spin liq-
uid state down to T = 0 [30–32]. However, apparently,
something is missing in this simplest model as it fails to
capture the spin-glass transition found experimentally.
In short, it does not realize high free-energy barriers in-
dispensable for glassiness. In the case of spin glasses
with strong quenched disorder, the energy landscape is
distorted randomly by the quenched disorder leading to
high free-energy barriers. Then a simple solution is to
add some quenched disorder onto the antiferromagnetic
model [33, 34] but such a disorder has never been ob-
served in the pyrochlore oxides. How a lugged free-energy
landscape with high barriers can be created by distorting
a flat energy landscape without the help of such quenched
disorder is a non-trivial problem.

Recently, a microscopic theoretical model [9] aimed to
capture the emergence of disorder-free spin-glass transi-
tion on the pyrochlore oxides was proposed. It was ar-
gued that the model realizes a complex free-energy land-
scape by coupling two distinct dynamical variables which
are strongly frustrated among themselves. One is the
set of classical Heisenberg spins on the vertices (molyb-
denum ions) which are interacting anti-ferromagnetically
with the nearest neighbors. As just mentioned above this
anti-ferromagnetic spin system on the pyrochlore lattice
is highly frustrated giving rise to the flat energy land-
scape. The other degree of freedom is the set of spatial
displacements of the vertices, the molybdenum ions. Fol-
lowing the suggestion by a recent experiment [8], they
are assumed to be displaced either towards (in) or away
from (out) the center of the tetrahedron following two-in-
two-out ice rule [35] at each tetrahedron. This is equiv-
alent to the so-called ‘spin ice’ which is another highly
frustrated system on the pyrochlore lattice with a flat
energy landscape (only low enough barriers) that allows
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FIG. 1. (a) Pyrochlore lattice and (b) kagomé lattice. (c)
(k − 1)-dimensional simplices in the cases of k = 3, 4 and
5. (d, e) The corner-sharing (k − 1)-simplices network in the
cases of (d) k = 3 and c = 2 and (e) k = 4 and c = 3.

liquid state down to T = 0 [30, 36, 37]. In the model [9]
these two distinct degrees of freedom are coupled through
the Goodenough-Kanamori mechanism [9, 38–41]. Since
the two degrees of freedom are totally unrelated to each
other in the absence of the coupling, the coupling can dis-
tort their flat energy landscapes. Extensive Monte Carlo
simulation [9] in the presence of the coupling suggested a
glass transition where both the spins and lattice displace-
ments become cooperatively frozen simultaneously. This
was demonstrated by two key observations. One is the
critical slowing down of the two degrees of freedom ap-
proaching a common freezing temperature Tc. The other
is an observation that the nonlinear magnetic and dielec-
tric susceptibilities, which are associated with the freez-
ing of the spins and lattice displacements respectively,
grow negatively large in the vicinity of Tc.

To obtain further insights into the problem, we de-
velop an exactly solvable, disorder-free mean-field model
which can be regarded as a variant of the model [9] in a
high-dimensional limit d→∞ in the present paper. We
analyze the model using the replica method. Recently
the replica approach, which was originally developed for
systems with quenched disorder [14, 15, 17], was applied
successfully to describe glassy systems without quenched
disorder [42, 43]. In the nutshell, one considers the effect
of infinitesimal random pinning field which is switched off
after taking the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ [44–46].
The replica approach established existence of genuine

thermodynamic glass transitions in high-dimensional lim-
its in the absence of quenched disorder: structural glasses
[42] and disorder-free p-body interacting spin systems
[43]. The mean-field approach is useful to elucidate rele-
vant order parameters, which are overlaps of dynamical
degrees of freedom belonging to different replicas in the
case of glasses, and to extract mean-field phase diagrams,
which serves as useful guidelines. It is particularly help-
ful in understanding the formation of glasses [3, 47] as
it derives microscopically the complex free-energy land-
scape, which has been anticipated phenomenologically,
based on the notion of replica symmetry breaking (RSB)
[4, 16, 17]. On the other hand, one should always keep
in mind that the mean-field approaches are exact only
at high enough dimensions. In general phase transitions
found at high dimensions disappear at low enough di-
mensions because of thermal fluctuations. More seriously
some of the predictions made by mean-field theory can
be problematic such that they only hold strictly in high
dimensional limits [48].

We define our mean-field model for the spin-lattice cou-
pled systems on a tree-like simplex lattice [49–54] which
is a higher-dimensional extension of the pyrochlore lat-
tice and kagomé lattice (Figs. 1 (a) and (b)), and solve
it exactly by the replica method in a dense connectivity
limit corresponding to the large dimensional limit. Here,
a simplex means a geometrical unit in which all vertices
are fully connected, and a simplex with k vertices is called
a (k − 1)-dimensional simplex. For example, triangle,
tetrahedron and 5-cell are (k − 1)-dimensional simplex
with k = 3, 4 and 5, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 (c).
For simplicity, both the spins and lattice displacements
are modeled by continuous variables subjected to spheri-
cal constraints. We derive exact free-energy functional in
terms of glass order parameters for the spins and lattice
displacements following the approach of [43]. Then we
analyze the problem within the replica symmetric (RS)
ansatz and examine the stability of the solution to detect
instability toward RSB.

In Fig. 2, we show the schematic free-energy landscape
predicted by the theory. In the absence of the spin-
lattice coupling by the Goodenough-Kanamori mecha-
nism (δ = 0) (Figs. 2 (a) and (b)), the spin and lattice
degrees of freedom independently exhibit low tempera-
ture phases where their global rotational symmetries are
broken. The low temperature phases are characterized
by marginally stable replica symmetric solutions which
imply flat landscapes of their own. The independent flat
landscapes may be related to the those of the correspond-
ing 3 dimensional systems: the antiferromagnet model
[30–32] and the spin-ice system [30, 36, 37] on the py-
rochlore lattice. However, we believe that the breaking
of the global rotational symmetry is an artifact in the
high dimensional limit. In the presence of the coupling
(δ > 0) (Fig. 2 (c)), we find a glass phase at low enough
temperatures where both spins and lattice degrees of free-
dom are frozen cooperatively. We find the replica sym-
metric solution is unstable there suggesting spontaneous
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FIG. 2. Schematic picture of the free-energy landscape of the mean-field theory. (a, b) In the absence of the spin-lattice
coupling (δ = 0), the (a) spin and (b) lattice degrees of freedom independently exhibit low temperature phases where global
rotational symmetries are broken. They are characterized by marginally stable replica symmetric solutions which imply flat
landscapes of their own. (c) Switching on the spin-lattice coupling (δ > 0), at low enough temperatures, the system exhibits
a glass phase where both the spin and lattice degrees of freedom are frozen. The replica symmetry is broken there implying a
complex free-energy landscape.

replica symmetry breaking (RSB). This strongly implies
the emergence of a complex free-energy landscape.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II, we introduce our mean-field model. We present the de-
velopment of the replica theory for our model in Sec. III.
In Sec. IV, we present the analysis of the replica theory
based on the replica symmetric (RS) ansatz: the phase
diagram (Sec. IV A) including the spin-lattice decoupled
case (Sec. IV B), the analysis of the stability condition of
RS ansatz, the asymptotic behavior of the glass suscep-
tibilities near the glass transition temperatures, and the
behavior of the internal energy and the heat capacity for
both separated (Sec. IV C) and simultaneous (Sec. IV D)
glass transition cases. A summary and discussion of the
results are given in Sec. V, including a comparison with
the three-dimensional pyrochlore system. The details of
the derivation of the free-energy functional, the analysis
of the stability condition, and the computation of glass
susceptibility are presented in Appendix. A, B and C,
respectively. Finally in Appendix. D the definition of
the internal energy and the heat capacity with the RS
ansatz are presented.

II. MODEL

A. Tree-like simplex network

Our model consists of classical spins and lattice dis-
tortions on a corner-sharing (k−1)-dimensional simplices
network with connectivity c which is the number of tetra-
hedra sharing one lattice site. The pyrochlore lattice and
kagomé lattice correspond to the cases of (c, k) = (2, 4)
and (c, k) = (2, 3), respectively, as shown in Figs. 1 (a)
and (b). In order to develop an exactly solvable mean-
field model, we consider a tree-like graph of simplices
with connectivity c, as shown in Figs. 1 (d) and (e) so
that the presence of loops can be neglected except for
the local triangles within the simplices. More precisely
we consider dense limit N � c � 1[43] which greatly

simplifies the theory.

B. Spin-lattice coupled model

We assume that spins are M -component classical vec-
tor spins Si = (S1

i , S
2
i , ..., S

M
i ) (i = 1, 2, ..., N) subjected

to a spherical constraint
∑N
i=1 |Si|2 = NM . We as-

sume that the lattice distortions are c-component vectors
σ = (σ1

i , σ
2
i , ..., σ

c
i ) subjected to a spherical constraint∑N

i=1 |σi|2 = Nc. Here c is the connectivity of the lat-
tice which plays the role of spacial dimension within our
model. In order to obtain a non-trivial theory in the
dense limit N � c� 1, we also assume M � 1 with,

α =
c

M
(1)

being fixed to a value of O(1).
The Hamiltonian is given by,

H =
1√

c(k − 1)

∑
〈i,j〉

[
Jσi,σjSi · Sj + εσi · σj

]
, (2)

Jσi,σj = J [1 + δ(σi · r̂ij + σj · r̂ji)], (J > 0) (3)

where 〈i, j〉 denotes the summation over the nearest-
neighboring pairs, r̂ij is the unit vector from the i-th site
to the j-th site, J and ε are energy scales of spin-spin
and lattice-lattice interactions, respectively. The param-
eter ε reflects the elastic energy cost of lattice distortion
[55] so that we call it rigidity in the following. The spin-
exchange interaction is antiferromagnetic without lattice
distortion and is modified by the lattice distortion via
the Goodenough-Kanamori mechanism [38, 39]. The pa-
rameter δ controls the strength of spin-lattice coupling.

Let us note that the Hamiltonian is invariant under
the global reflection of the spins Si → −Si for ∀i. On
the other hand, it is not invariant under the global reflec-
tion of the lattice distortions σi → −σi for ∀i in general
except in the absence of the spin-lattice coupling δ = 0.
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The present model can be regarded as a high dimen-
sional variant of the model defined in Ref. [9] for the
pyrochlore system. In the pyrochlore system, if the spin-
lattice coupling is switched off δ = 0, both spin and
lattice distortion remain in liquid (paramagnetic) phase
down to T = 0 due to frustration. In the presence of the
coupling δ > 0, if the energy scale of lattice-lattice inter-
actions is not too small, numerical simulations suggest
the system exhibits a simultaneous spin and lattice glass
transition at a critical temperature [9].

On the corner-sharing (k − 1)-simplices network, we
can formally rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) as the sum-
mation of the potential energy running over all simplices
4 = 1, 2, . . . , N4,

H =

N4∑
4=1

V (~S(4), ~σ(4)) (4)

with

V (~S(4), ~σ(4))

=
1√

c(k − 1)

∑
〈i,j〉∈4

[Jσi,σjSi · Sj + εσi · σj ], (5)

where

N4 = N
c

k
(6)

is the number of simplices in the whole sys-

tem, ~S(4) = (S1(4),S2(4), ...,Sk(4)) and ~σ(4) =
(σ1(4),σ2(4), ...,σk(4)) represent the set of spin vari-
ables and lattice displacements belonging to a given sim-
plex 4. The summation

∑
〈i,j〉∈4 represents summation

over nearest neighbor pairs within a simplex 4.
The free energy of the system is given by −βF = logZ,

where β is the inverse temperature and Z represents par-
tition function defined as, Z = TrSTrσe

−βH , where TrS
and Trσ represent traces over the spin space of the spin
Si and the lattice displacement σi for all i with spherical
constraint,

TrS =

N∏
i=1

M∏
µ=1

(∫ ∞
−∞

dSµi

)
δ

(
1− 1

NM

N∑
i=1

|Si|2
)
, (7)

Trσ =

N∏
i=1

c∏
ν=1

(∫ ∞
−∞

dσνi

)
δ

(
1− 1

Nc

N∑
i=1

|σi|2
)
. (8)

C. Ground state manifold in the absence of
spin-lattice coupling

In the absence of the coupling δ = 0, we have Jσi,σj →
J so that the system decouples into two independent sub-
systems (see Eq. (2), Eq. (3)). Within each of the sub-
system the vectorial variables simplex network interact

with each other anti-ferromagnetically. In the other rep-
resentation of the hamiltonian Eq. (4) with Eq. (5) we
find,

N4∑
4=1

√
c(k − 1)V ( ~S4, ~σ4)

δ→0−−−→
N4∑
4=1

J
2

∑
i∈4

Si

2

+
ε

2

∑
i∈4

σi

2


− Nc

2
(JM + εc), (9)

where we used
∑
i |Si|2 = NM and

∑
i |σi|2 = Nc. Thus

the local Hamiltonian can be minimized by requiring∑
i∈4

Si = 0
∑
i∈4

σi = 0. (10)

Furthermore, since we are considering tree-like network of
simplices, the configurations which satisfy the local sum
rules Eq. (10) in all simplices 4 are the ground states of
the total system. Then a Maxwellian counting argument
[31, 32] can be made for the ground state manifold. For
the spin sector, we have NM degrees of freedom (dis-
regarding the small correction due to the spin normal-
ization condition) while the sum rule Eq. (10) imposes
N4M = NM(c/k) conditions. Then NM(1 − c/k) de-
grees of freedom remain in the ground state manifold
of spins. Similarly, αNM(1 − c/k) degrees of freedom
remain in the ground state manifold of of the lattice dis-
tortions. Thus if we have,

0 <
c

k
< 1 (11)

there is a macroscopic degeneracy of the ground states in
the absence of spin-lattice coupling.

D. Microscopic background of the model

The microscopic background of the spin-lattice cou-
pled model is explained in [9]. Let us summarize it here
and add some further remarks. The lattice distortion is
a dynamical Jahn-Teller distortion caused by the orbital
degeneracy of the molybdenum ions [55] and favors 2-in-
2-out patterns following the ice rule. The lattice distor-
tion changes the angle between an oxygen ion O2− and
two magnetic ions Mo4+, modifying the superexchange
interaction between spins by the Goodenough-Kanamori
mechanism [9, 38–41]. Our numerical model on a py-
rochlore lattice incorporates the above two features: lat-
tice distortions favor the ice rule, and the interaction be-
tween classical Heisenberg spins is modified by the lattice
distortion patterns as antiferromagnetic for in-in and in-
out bonds and ferromagnetic for out-out bond.
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In Ref. [9], the dynamical Jahn-Teller effect was mod-
eled phenomenologically by a simple spin-ice Hamilto-
nian with only nearest-neighbor interactions between lat-
tice distortions. This was motivated by the experiment
[8] which suggested 2-in-2-out patterns of the lattice dis-
tortions. However in Ref. [55], it was found based on
a detailed microscopic analysis of the Jahn-Teller effect,
that the lattice model should be extended to include also
second and third nearest-neighbor interactions. It was
found that the ground state of this extended lattice model
obeys the 2-in-2-out rule but it exhibits a specific peri-
odically alternating pattern, i. e. a long-ranged order.
However, quite surprisingly, numerical simulations of the
extended model showed that the system avoids the order-
ing transition even under very slow cooling and remains
in a supercooled, disordered ice state down to the lowest
temperature. This result suggests that we can assume
an ice-like liquid state for the lattice degrees of freedom.
Thus for the sake of simplicity, we just assume the near-
est neighbor interactions like the simple spin-ice Hamilto-
nian for the lattice distortions and do not include further
neighbor interactions in the present mean-field model.

III. REPLICA THEORY

A. Free-energy functional

In this section, we introduce the replica method, derive
the replicated free-energy as a functional of the order pa-
rameters and obtain the replica symmetric (RS) solution.
The details of the derivation of the free-energy functional
are given in Appendix. A.

The free energy of the system can be obtained formally
as,

− βF = logZ = lim
n→0

∂nZ
n. (12)

where Zn is the partition function of the replicated sys-
tem a = 1, 2, . . . , n,

Zn =
∏
a

(TrSaTrσa)e−βHn (13)

Here Hn is the Hamiltonian of the replicated system,

βHn =

n∑
a=1

∑
4
βV (~Sa(4), ~σ

a
(4)). (14)

To investigate the glass transition, we introduce the
glass order parameter matrices of spins and lattice dis-
tortions as overlaps between different replicas a and b,

Qab = lim
N→∞

1

NM

N∑
i=1

〈
Sai · Sbi

〉
, (15)

qab = lim
N→∞

1

Nc

N∑
i=1

〈
σai · σbi

〉
. (16)

For convenience, we extend the matrices to include the
diagonal elements, Qaa = qaa = 1, to take into account
the spherical constraints.

As explained in Appendix. A, the replicated partition
function can be expressed in the dense limit N � c� 1
as,

Zn ∝
∏
a≤b

(∫ ∞
−∞

dQab

∫ ∞
−∞

dqab

)
e(Nc)sn[Q̂,q̂], (17)

where we defined,

sn[Q̂, q̂] = s
(s)
ent[Q̂] + s

(σ)
ent[q̂] + Fint[Q̂, q̂]. (18)

with

s
(s)
ent[Q̂] =

1

α

[
n

2
(1 + log(2π)) +

1

2
log
(

det Q̂
)]
, (19)

s
(σ)
ent[q̂] =

n

2
(1 + log(2π)) +

1

2
log(detq̂), (20)

Fint[Q̂, q̂] =
β2

4

∑
a,b

[
J2

α

(
1 + 2δ2qab

)
Q2
ab + ε2q2

ab

]
. (21)

Note that the partition function doesn’t depend on
the simplex dimension k thanks to the scaling factor
1/
√
k − 1 we introduced in the Hamiltonian. The re-

sultant free energy functional becomes,

− βf [Q̂∗, q̂∗] =
−βF [Q̂∗, q̂∗]

Nc
=
∂sn[Q̂∗, q̂∗]

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣
n=0

(22)

where Q∗ and q∗ are the saddle points which verify the
saddle point equations,

0 =
∂sn[Q̂, q̂]

∂Qab

∣∣∣∣∣
Q̂=Q̂∗,q̂=q̂∗

=
∂sn[Q̂, q̂]

∂qab

∣∣∣∣∣
Q̂=Q̂∗,q̂=q̂∗

. (23)

The stability condition is also required, namely the
eigenvalues of the n(n− 1)× n(n− 1) Hessian matrix,

Ĥ =

[
HQQ HQq

HqQ Hqq

]
, (24)

where the components of the n(n−1)
2 × n(n−1)

2 block ma-
trices HQQ, HQq = HqQ and Hqq are defined as

HQab,Qcd ≡ −
∂2sn[Q̂, q̂]

∂Qab∂Qcd
, HQab,qcd ≡ −

∂2sn[Q̂, q̂]

∂Qab∂qcd
,

Hqab,qcd ≡ −
∂2sn[Q̂, q̂]

∂qab∂qcd
(25)

with a < b, c < d, must be non-negative in the n → 0
limit. The glass susceptibility, which is associated with
the nonlinear magnetic or dielectric susceptibilities, is
given by the inverse matrix of the Hessian matrix,

χ̂ =

[
χQQ χQq
χqQ χqq

]
=

[
HQQ HQq

HqQ Hqq

]−1

= Ĥ−1. (26)

Hereafter, we call χQQ, χqq and χQq as the spin glass
susceptibility, the lattice glass susceptibility, the cross
glass susceptibility, respectively.
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B. Spin-lattice decoupled case

In the absence of the spin-lattice coupling, i.e δ = 0,
the free-energy (see Eq. (18)-Eq. (22)) become decou-
pled into the spin part and lattice part. The free energy
associated with them is essentially the same as that of
the spherical Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model [56].
It is known that the latter model has a low temperature
phase where the global rotational symmetry is broken.
However, the replica symmetry (RS) survives marginally
in the sense that the stability of the RS solution (see
sec III C) is marginally stable.

Thus in the absence of the spin-lattice coupling, the
spin and lattice degrees of freedom exhibit ’pseudo glass
transitions’ accompanying breaking of the global rota-
tional symmetry but without RSB. The marginally sta-
ble RS solutions imply that the free-energy landscapes in
these low temperature phases are flat as shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 2 (a) and (b).

C. Replica symmetric ansatz

Now, our task is to solve the above problem with the
simplest ansatz called the replica symmetric (RS) ansatz.
In the RS ansatz we assume that the overlap matricesQab
and qab are parametrized as,

Qab = (1−Q)δab +Q,

qab = (1− q)δab + q,
(27)

where δab is the Kronecker’s delta. Then the free energy
within RS ansatz is obtained as,

−βfRS =
1

2α

(
Q

1−Q + log(1−Q)

)
+

1

2

(
q

1− q + log(1− q)
)

+
β2

4

{
J2

α
(1 + 2δ2) + ε2

−
[
J2

α
(1 + 2δ2q)Q2 + ε2q2

]}
+ const. (28)

The saddle point equations with respect to the order pa-
rameters Q and q are obtained as,

0 = Q

[
1

(1−Q)2
− (βJ)2(1 + 2δ2q)

]
(29)

0 =
q

(1− q)2
− (βε)2q − (βJδ)2

α
Q2. (30)

We see that Q = q = 0 is always a solution which rep-
resents the high temperature disordered (paramagnetic
or liquid) state. Below the glass transition temperatures
(See Appendix. B) this solution becomes unstable.

IV. RESULTS

A. Phase diagram

We show in Fig. 3 the typical phase diagram, which
is derived from the RS saddle point equations Eq. (29)
and Eq. (30). In the absence of the spin-lattice coupling
δ = 0, we find the spin and lattice degrees of freedom ex-
hibit ’pseudo glass transitions’ without RSB as discussed
already in sec. IV B. We show the decoupled phase di-
agrams in panels (a) and (b). In the presence of the
spin-lattice coupling δ > 0 we find a new phase which
we call as ’spin-lattice glass phase’ which accompanies
RSB. As shown in panels (c),(d),(e), we always find the
spin-lattice glass phase at low enough temperatures as
long as δ > 0. In rigid regime ε/J > 1, the spin-lattice
glass phase emerges within the pseudo lattice glass. On
the other hand, direct transition from the high temper-
ature phase (paramagnetic and lattice liquid phase) to
the spin-lattice glass phase happens if the rigidity is low
ε/J < 1.

B. Spin-lattice decoupled case δ = 0

In the absence of the spin-lattice coupling, i.e δ = 0,
the free-energy Eq. (28) as well as the saddle point equa-
tions Eq. (30) become decoupled into the spin part and
lattice part. As noted in sec IV B, the two decoupled sys-
tems are essentially the same as the spherical SK model
[56].

The pseudo lattice glass transition occurs at,

T ∗(ε) = ε. (31)

and below T ∗, q > 0 solution is obtained as,

q = 1− T/ε = t∗, (32)

where

t∗ = (T ∗ − T )/T ∗ (33)

is a dimensionless temperature that measures the dis-
tance of the temperature to the pseudo lattice glass tran-
sition temperature T ∗. From the analysis of the Hessian
matrix Eq. (25), we find that the q > 0 RS solution is
marginally stable, i.e., the minimum eigenvalue of the
Hessian matrix is strictly zero in the pseudo lattice glass
phase. Correspondingly, the glass susceptibility of the
lattice distortion χqq, given in Eq. (5), diverges approach-
ing T ∗ from above with the power law |t∗|−1, and remain
divergent within the lattice glass phase. The detailed
analysis of the Hessian matrix and the glass suscepti-
bility are presented in Appendix B and Appendix. C,
respectively.

The same analysis can be repeated for the spin degrees
of freedom and one easily obtain the phase diagrams as
shown in Fig. 3 (a)(b). In the following we turn to the
cases of finite spin-lattice coupling δ > 0.
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FIG. 3. Mean-field phase diagrams for δ = 0 and δ > 0.

C. High rigidity case

Let us first discuss the case of high rigidity, i. e. the
lattice-lattice coupling is strong ε/J > 1. Lowering the
temperature, we first pass over the pseudo lattice glass
transition temperature T ∗(ε) discussed above, which does
not depend on the strength of the spin-lattice coupling δ.
The lattice order parameter q linearly grows lowering the
temperature below T ∗ while the spin glass order param-
eter Q still remains zero at high enough temperatures,
as shown in Fig. 4 (a). As shown in Fig. 5 (a), χqq
diverges passing T ∗ while χQQ and χQq do not exhibit
any singularity as expected. We also show in the figure
the behaviour of the order parameters below Tc using the
RS solution in broken lines. Note that the RS solution is
unstable below Tc due to RSB.

By lowering the temperature further, the spin glass
transition occurs at,

Tc

J
=
J

ε

(√
δ4 +

( ε
J

)2

(2δ2 + 1)− δ2

)
. (34)

below which Q > 0 solution exist. It can be seen that
the phase boundary given by Eq. (34) is shifted to higher
temperatures by increasing δ, and it converges to Tc =
T ∗ = ε in the limit δ → ∞, i.e., the pseudo lattice glass
phase disappears in this limit.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependencies of the order parameter
Q and q in the RS ansatz for (a) high rigidity case (ε/J =
2, α = 1, δ = 1.5) and (b) low rigidity case (ε/J = 0.5, α =
1, δ = 1.5). The inset shows the behavior around T ′c. The
broken lines represent the RS solution where it is unstable.

Below the spin glass transition temperature Tc, the
solutions of the order parameters are obtained from the
saddle point equations Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) which can
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T ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="l3P+m8OFTIvzmFaEhAB7zi37guA=">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</latexit>Tc

<latexit sha1_base64="iGNs3RiLf3oOoFj7lgygqdI5sAs=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OsEcgq3Socg+j2DcvjzrbYlXnHQ=">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</latexit>

O(|t0|�2)
<latexit sha1_base64="VxnPiQdU2dwBvbhwQsI+D0UZZKs=">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</latexit>

T<latexit sha1_base64="eDV874FHpUWnZCGw9NKnz0hQYs0=">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</latexit>

T<latexit sha1_base64="eDV874FHpUWnZCGw9NKnz0hQYs0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="um3o2ph4N9ZGNxF9DMG/7I9GOsY=">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</latexit>

✏ > J
<latexit sha1_base64="TZE/Jn3xjomiYKhg873EAw8Oriw=">AAAC43ichVHLSsNQEJ3GV62PVt0Iboql4qrcSlERF0U34qoP+4C2lCTe2kvTJOSmhRr8Ad2J6ELEB7gQP8ONP+CiS5fisoIbF07SgGixnZDcmXPnzEzOSLrCuElI2yMMDY+MjnnHfROTU9P+wMxslmsNQ6YZWVM0Iy+JnCpMpRmTmQrN6wYV65JCc1Jt277PNanBmabumS2dlurigcoqTBZNhIpFqnOmaGpwM7hbDoRIhDgW7HWirhMC1xJa4BWKsA8ayNCAOlBQwURfARE4PgWIAgEdsRJYiBnoMeeewhH4kNvALIoZIqI1/B5gVHBRFWO7JnfYMnZR8DWQGYQweSEPpEOeySN5I1//1rKcGvYsLTylLpfqZf/xfPpzIKuOpwnVH9ZARgUntDXgff7PwriK83BHi/6ZElbtr5SJPdcdhRh21h3E1k7uTt08vOikN1Jha4nckXdU7Za0yRPqpjY/5PskTV3i0qN/V9zrZFci0dVILBkLxbfc9XthARZhGXe8BnHYgQRksKsO53ANNwIVToRT4aybKnhczhz8MuHqGwpVpyo=</latexit>

✏ < J(a) (b)
<latexit sha1_base64="2x1AXAambHVkZ1PKBittfiG5ILI=">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</latexit>

(High rigidity)
<latexit sha1_base64="cpkxE9GFM1go6a2WWjj95yeRNTY=">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</latexit>

(Low rigidity)

FIG. 5. Schematic picture of the temperature dependence of
the glass susceptibilities. t = (Tc − T )/Tc, t

∗ = (T ∗ − T )/Tc

and t′ = (T ′c −T )/T ′c are the dimensionless temperatures nor-
malized by the glass transition temperatures. The broken
lines represent the RS solution where it is unstable.

be written as,

Q = 1− T

J
√

1 + 2δ2q
, (35)

Q =

√
αT

Jδ

√
q

(1− q)2
−
( ε
T

)2

q, (36)

The equations can be solved numerically as shown in Fig.
4 (a). Just below Tc, the spin glass order parameter
continuously increases as

Q = (1 + βcJ
2δ2/ε)t+O(t2), (37)

where βc = 1/Tc and

t = (Tc − T )/Tc (38)

measures the distance of the temperature to the spin glass
transition temperature Tc. On the other hand, the lattice
glass order parameter is also modified reflecting the spin
glass transition,

q = t∗ + u, (39)

u =

(
Jδ

ε

)2
Q2

2α(βcε− 1)
∼ t2. (40)

Interestingly, the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian
matrix becomes negative below Tc,

λmin = −2(βJδ)2Q ∼ −t. (41)

This means replica symmetry breaking must occur be-
low Tc. Most probably full RSB occurs. Note that the
eigenvalue is quadratically proportional to the strength
of spin-lattice coupling δ. Thus, spin-lattice coupling is
essential for this model to exhibit the RSB.

Approaching Tc from above, the spin glass susceptibil-
ity χQQ diverges with power law |t|−1. Below Tc, the

FIG. 6. (a), (b): Internal energy and heat capacity in the
high rigidity case (ε/J = 2, α = 1, δ = 1.5). (c), (d):
Internal energy and heat capacity in the low rigidity case
(ε/J = 0.5, α = 1, δ = 1.5). T ∗, Tc and T ′c are the glass transi-
tion temperatures obtained above. The broken lines represent
the RS solution where it is unstable.

spin glass susceptibility χQQ as well as the lattice glass
susceptibility decay with |t|−1 within the RS ansatz. The
cross glass susceptibility χQq doesn’t grow above Tc, but
it suddenly diverges at Tc and decays with |t|−1 below
Tc.

Fig.6 (a) and (c) shows the internal energy and the
heat capacity for ε/J = 2, α = 1 and δ = 1.5 obtained by
the RS solution (see Appendix. D). Note that the heat
capacity exhibits a kink at T ∗ and a cusp at Tc.

D. Low rigidity case

If the rigidity is low ε/J < 1, the situation changes: a
simultaneous spin and lattice glass transition takes place
at a common transition temperature,

T ′c/J = 1, (42)

which doesn’t depend on the elastic energy scale ε nor the
amplitude δ of the spin-lattice coupling. The latter im-
plies that the spin degrees of freedom play the dominant
role in this case.

Below T ′c, the non-zero order parameters q,Q > 0 are
obtained by solving Eqs. (35) and (36) numerically as
shown in Fig. 4 (b). We find continuous growth of the
spin and lattice glass order parameters passing T ′c lower-
ing the temperature. Note that both of the glass order
parameters exhibit jumps slightly below T ′c. Using the
dimensionless temperature,

t′ = (T ′c − T )/T ′c (43)
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which measures the distance of the temperature to T ′c,
the order parameters Q and q slightly below T ′c can be
obtained as,

Q = 1− T/J +
δ4

α(1− (ε/J)2)
t′2 +O(t′3)

= t′ + δ2q +O(t′3), (44)

q =
δ2

α(1− (ε/J)2)
t′2 +O(t′3). (45)

Comparing the two order parameters, we notice that the
growth of the lattice glass order parameter q is weaker
than that of the spin glass order parameter Q. More
precisely, the critical exponents are different: q is pro-
portional to t2 while Q is proportional to t. If we switch
off the spin-lattice coupling, δ → 0, the lattice glass order
parameter q becomes zero, and the behavior of the spin
glass order parameter Q agrees with the spherical SK
model [56], i.e., Q = t′. The spin glass order parameter
Q is weakly modified by the lattice glass order parameter
q at order O(t′2).

From the analysis of the Hessian matrix, we find that
the RS solution becomes unstable below T ′c. Slightly be-
low T ′c, the minimum eigenvalue behaves as,

λmin = −4(βJδ)4Q2

1− (βε)2
∼ −(t′)2, (46)

which also becomes zero if δ = 0. The spin glass sus-
ceptibility χQQ exhibits a diverging feature approaching
Tc from above with power law |t′|−1 while it decays as
|t|−2 below Tc, reflecting λmin, as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
In sharp contrast, the lattice glass susceptibility does not
diverge at Tc. Similarly to the case of the separated glass
transition ε/J < 1, the cross glass susceptibility χQq does
not grow above Tc, suddenly diverges at Tc and decays
as |t′|−1 below T ′c.

Fig.6 (b) and (d) shows the internal energy and the
heat capacity for ε/J = 0.5, α = 1 and δ = 1.5 using
the RS solution. Reflecting the jumps of the order pa-
rameters shown in Fig. 4 (b), the energy exhibits a non-
monotonic behavior, and the heat capacity diverges neg-
atively. We believe that the latter unphysical behavior is
due to the failure of the RS solution below T ′c.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In summary, we have constructed a disorder-free mean-
field model of the spin-lattice coupled system on the tree-
like (k−1)-simplices network. Using the replica method,
we solved the model exactly in the dense limitN � c� 1
corresponding to the large dimensional limit d → ∞.
We have found the spin-lattice glass phase where both
the spin and lattice degrees of freedom are frozen. The
replica symmetry is broken there through the spin-lattice
coupling yielding a complex and hierarchical free-energy
landscape.

One may wander why a spin glass transition without
the pseudo lattice glass transition does not happen while
the pseudo lattice glass transition without a spin glass
transition happens at T ∗(ε). This is due to the spin-
lattice coupling of the form ((σi · r̂ij)Si ·Sj +(σj · r̂ji)Si ·
Sj) (see Eq. (3)). When the lattice distortions become
frozen, the lattice degrees of freedom play the role of
bond randomness for the spins, while when the spins be-
come frozen, the spin degrees of freedom play the role of
random fields for the lattice distortions. The spin-glass
transition does not take place until the effective coupling
between spins become sufficiently strong. On the other
hand, when a non-zero random field sets-in it inevitably
acts as a polarizing field. Thus when the spins become
frozen, the glass order parameter of the lattice distortions
necessarily becomes finite but not vice versa.

Now let us compare the results obtained in the mean-
field model and the numerical observations in the three-
dimensional model on the pyrochlore lattice [9]. In the
low rigidity regime ε/J < 1, the mean-field model under-
goes simultaneous spin and lattice glass transitions. This
point would appear to be consistent with the numerical
observation in the three-dimensional system [9]. How-
ever the crucial difference is that in the mean-field case
the glass susceptibility associated with the lattice degrees
of freedom does not exhibit a singularity in this regime.
This may be related to the fact that the mechanism to
enable the non-zero lattice glass order parameter, in this
regime, is the random field effect mentioned above.

Next let us turn to the high rigidity regime ε/J > 1.
Here it is interesting to compare first the heat capac-
ity. In the three-dimensional model, the heat capacity
exhibits two peaks at a high temperature and a low tem-
perature (see Supplementary material Fig. S3 of Ref.
[9]). Interestingly the heat capacity of the present mean-
field model also exhibits two anomalies at different tem-
peratures in the case of high rigidity ε/J > 1: there
is a kink at T ∗ and peak at Tc (see Fig. 6 (c) ). In
the three-dimensional model, the peak of the heat capac-
ity at the higher temperature reflects a crossover from
simple liquid at higher temperatures to ice-like liquid at
lower temperatures where the 2-in-2-out ice rule is sat-
isfied nearly perfectly. On the other hand, the peak at
the lower temperature reflects a glass transition where
both the spin and lattice degrees of exhibit a simultane-
ous glass transition accompanying diverging behavior of
non-linear magnetic and dielectric susceptibilities associ-
ated with the spin and lattice degrees of freedom. On
the other hand, in the mean-field model, the two anoma-
lies in the heat capacity reflect the two separated glass
transitions. The (pseudo) lattice glass transition temper-
ature T ∗ = ε does not depend on the amplitude of the
spin-lattice coupling δ, and it can occur without the spin-
lattice coupling δ = 0. We speculate that this (pseudo)
lattice glass transition is an artifact of the mean-field
model [48] which is replaced by a smooth crossover in
three-dimensions: T ∗ is the crossover temperature below
which the lattice-lattice interactions become significant.
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In the three-dimensional model, the heat capacity peak
at the lower temperature shifts to the higher tempera-
tures by increasing ε, but it saturates at the higher ε re-
gion. Very similar ε dependence can be seen in the glass
transition temperature Tc of the mean-field theory (See
Fig. 3). Indeed Tc given in Eq. (34) converges to a con-

stant Tc/J →
√

(2δ2 + 1) in ε → ∞ limit where lattice
degrees of freedom should be completely frozen. This is
consistent with the fact that in the usual spin glass mod-
els with quenched disorder, the spin glass transition is
proportional to the amplitude of the quenched disorder
[33]. Based on the above observations, we speculate that
the mean-field model in the high rigidity regime ε/J > 1
compares better with the numerical observations made
in the three-dimensional system.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the free energy functional

In order to observe the glass transition with sponta-
neous replica symmetry breaking, we explicitly put the
coupling between replicas into the Hamiltonian as[43–
45, 47],

βH =

n∑
a=1

∑
4
βV (~Sa(4), ~σ

a
(4))

−
∑
a<b

∑
i

[
Λab

∑
µ

(Sa)µi (Sb)µi + λab
∑
ν

(σa)νi (σb)νi

]
,

(A1)

and then study the behavior of the glass order param-
eter matrices of spins and lattice distortions under the
coupling fields,

Qab = lim
Λab,λab→0

lim
N→∞

1

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
µ=1

〈
(Sa)µi (Sb)µi

〉
Λ,λ

,

(A2)

qab = lim
Λab,λab→0

lim
N→∞

1

Nc

N∑
i=1

c∑
ν=1

〈
(σa)νi (σb)νi

〉
Λ,λ

.

(A3)

Here 〈...〉Λ,λ represents the thermal average in the pres-
ence of the symmetry breaking fields λ,Λ, and these be-
come the same as Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) after taking the
limit λ,Λ→ 0. Below we closely follow the steps used in
[43].

To obtain a free-energy functional in terms of the or-
der parameters, we perform the Legendre transformation.
This can be done in practice by making use of the fol-
lowing identities,

1 =

∫ ∞
−∞

dQabδ

(
Qab −

1

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
µ=1

(Sa)µi (Sb)µi

)
,

(A4)

1 =

∫ ∞
−∞

dqabδ

(
qab −

1

Nc

N∑
i=1

c∑
ν=1

(σa)νi (σb)νi

)
, (A5)

for a < b.
Then the traces of spin can be expressed formally as,

n∏
a′=1

TrSa′ [· · · ] =
1

2n

∏
a≤b

(
NM

∫ i∞

−i∞

dΛab
2πi

∫ ∞
−∞

dQab

)

× exp

NM
1

2

n∑
a,b=1

ΛabQab + logZΛ

∏
i,µ

〈· · ·〉i,µ ,

(A6)

where ZΛ = ((2π)n/det(Λ̂))1/2,

〈· · ·〉i,µ =
1

ZΛ

n∏
a′=1

(∫ ∞
−∞

d(Sa
′

i )µ
)

× exp

−1

2

n∑
a,b=1

Λab(S
a
i )µ(Sbi )

µ

[· · · ], (A7)

Λab is Lagrange multiplier of Eq. (7) and Eq. (A4), and∏
i,µ 〈· · ·〉i,µ means averages for all sites i and compo-

nents µ. In the limit N →∞, we can use a saddle-point
method to integrate out Λab. and the saddle point equa-
tion which determines the saddle point Λ∗ab(Q̂) is given
by,

Qab = (Λ∗)−1
ab (A8)

and we find,

n∏
a′=1

TrSa′ [· · · ] ∝
∏
a≤b

(∫ ∞
−∞

dQab

)
eNcs

(s)
ent[Q̂]

∏
i,µ

〈· · ·〉i,µ ,

(A9)

where s
(s)
ent[Q̂] represents the entropic contribution of

spins to the free energy, which is given by Eq. (19).
Similarly, the trace of lattice displacement is formally

obtained as,

n∏
a′=1

Trσa′ [· · · ] =
1

2n

∏
a≤b

(
Nc

∫ i∞

−i∞

dλab
2πi

∫ ∞
−∞

dqab

)

× exp

Nc
1

2

n∑
a,b=1

λabqab + logZλ

∏
i,ν

〈· · ·〉i,ν ,

(A10)
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where Zλ = ((2π)n/det(λ̂))1/2,

〈· · ·〉i,ν =
1

Zλ

n∏
a′=1

(∫ ∞
−∞

d(σa
′

i )ν
)

× exp

−1

2

n∑
a,b=1

λab(σ
a
i )ν(σbi )

ν

[· · · ], (A11)

λab is the Lagrange multiplier of Eq. (8) and Eq. (A5),
and

∏
i,ν 〈· · ·〉i,ν represents averages for all sites i and

components ν. In the limit N → ∞, we use the saddle
point method to integrate out λab. The saddle point
equation is given by,

qab = (λ∗)−1
ab . (A12)

We obtain,

n∏
a′=1

Trσa′ [· · · ] ∝
∏
a≤b

(∫ ∞
−∞

dqab

)
eNcs

(σ)
ent [q̂]

∏
i,ν

〈· · ·〉i,ν ,

(A13)

where s
(σ)
ent[q̂] represents the entropic contribution of spins

to the free energy, which is given by Eq. (20).
Supposing the translational and rotational symmetry,

where all sites i and components µ, ν are equivalent to
each other, we find∏

i,µ

〈
(Sai )µ

′
〉
i,µ

= 0,

∏
i,µ

〈
(Sai )µ

′
(Sbi )

µ′
〉
i,µ

= Qab,∏
i,ν

〈
(σai )ν

′
〉
i,ν

= 0,

∏
i,ν

〈
(σai )ν

′
(σb)ν

′
〉
i,ν

= qab.

(A14)

These relations are very useful for performing the cu-
mulant expansion, and we can obtain the exact form of
the replicated free energy. Now the replicated partition
function can be rewritten as,

Zn ∝
∏
a≤b

(∫ ∞
−∞

dQab

∫ ∞
−∞

dqab

)
× exp

[
Nc
(
s

(s)
ent[Q̂] + s

(σ)
ent[q̂] + Fint[Q̂, q̂]

)]
, (A15)

where

NcFint

= log

∏
i,µ,ν

〈
e−

∑n
a=1

∑N4
4=1 βV (~Sa(4),~σ

a
(4))

〉
i,µ,ν


= log

∏
i,µ,ν

〈
e

−β√
c(k−1)

∑n
a=1

∑N4
4=1

∑k
i<j A

a
ij(4)

〉
i,µ,ν

.
(A16)

with

Aaij = J
(
1 + δ(σai · r̂ij + σaj · r̂ji)

) M∑
µ=1

(Sai )µ(Saj )µ

+ ε

c∑
ν=1

(σai )ν(σaj )ν . (A17)

∏
i,µ,ν 〈· · ·〉i,µ,ν means averages for all i, µ, ν. Noting that

the average can be decoupled with respect to different
site i (4), spin component µ, and distortion component
ν, we can evaluate Fint using the cumulant expansion,

log

∏
i,µ,ν

〈
e

−β√
c(k−1)

∑
a

∑
4

∑
i<j A

a
ij(4)

〉
i,µ,ν


=

−β√
c(k − 1)

N4

(
k
2

)∑
a

〈
Aaij
〉

+
1

2!

β2

c(k − 1)
N4

(
k
2

)∑
a,b

(〈
AaijA

b
ij

〉
−
〈
Aaij
〉 〈
Abij
〉)

+ · · ·

(A18)

with 〈
Aaij
〉

= 0, (A19)〈
AaijA

b
ij

〉
= J2

(
1 + 2δ2qab

)
Q2
ab + ε2q2

ab. (A20)

Here, we used
∑c
ν=1(r̂νij)

2 = 1 and Eq. (A14). Higher or-
der cumulants vanish in the dense limit[43], i.e. limc→∞
after limN→∞. Finally, we obtain Eq. (21) using Eq. (6).

Appendix B: Stability of the RS solution

Now, let us investigate the stability of the RS solution,
which is associated with the divergence of the glass sus-
ceptibility, shown in Appendix. C. The necessary condi-
tion of the RS solution to be stable is that the eigenvalues
of Hessian matrix H given by,

Ĥ =

[
HQQ HQq

HqQ Hqq

]
, (B1)

are all non-negative, where the submatrices HQQ, HQq =
HqQ and Hqq are given by Eq. (25). To analyze these
matrices we need the first and second derivatives of the
functional sn[Q̂, q̂], which are obtained as,

∂2sn
∂Qab∂Qcd

= − 1

α

(
Q−1
ac Q

−1
bd +Q−1

adQ
−1
bc

)
+ δacδbd

(βJ)2

α
(1 + 2δ2qab) (B2)

∂2sn
∂Qab∂qcd

= 2δacδbd(βJδ)
2Qab (B3)

∂2sn
∂qab∂qcd

=
[
−
(
q−1
ac q
−1
bd + q−1

ad q
−1
bc

)
+ δacδbd(βε)

2
]
,

(B4)
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where a < b, c < d. In the replica symmetric case we
have Qab = (1 − Q)δab and qab = (1 − q)δab + q (see
Eq. (27)). Then submatrices of the Hessian matrix in
the limit n→ 0 can be cast into the following form,

{HQQ}ab,cd = MQ
1

δacδbd + δadδbc
2

+MQ
2

δac + δad + δbc + δbd
4

+MQ
3 (B5)

{HQq}ab,cd = γδacδbd (B6)

{Hqq}ab,cd = Mq
1

δacδbd + δadδbc
2

+Mq
2

δac + δad + δbc + δbd
4

+Mq
3 , (B7)

where

MQ
1 =

2

α(1−Q)2
− 2(βJ)2(1 + 2δ2q)

α

Mq
1 =

2

(1− q)2
− 2(βε)2 (B8)

MQ
2 =

−4Q

α(1−Q)3
Mq

2 =
−4q

(1− q)3
(B9)

MQ
3 =

−2Q2

α(1−Q)4
Mq

3 =
−2q2

(1− q)4
(B10)

and

γ = −2(βJδ)2Q. (B11)

First let us analyze the eigenvalues of the submatrices
HQQ and Hqq before considering the eigenvalues of the

total Hessian matrix Ĥ. From Eqs. (B5) and (B7), we
find that both HQQ and Hqq become diagonalized by the
same orthogonal matrix P and then the eigenvalues λωk
for k = 1, 2, ..., n(n− 1)/2 and ω = Q, q are obtained as

λωk =


λωL (k = 1)

λωA (2 ≤ k ≤ n)

λωR (n+ 1 ≤ k ≤ n(n− 1)/2),

(B12)

with

λωL =
1

2
Mω

1 +
(n− 1)

2
Mω

2 +
n(n− 1)

2
Mω

3

−−−→
n→0

1

2
(Mω

1 −Mω
2 ), (B13)

λωA =
1

2
Mω

1 +
n− 2

4
Mω

2 −−−→
n→0

1

2
(Mω

1 −Mω
2 ), (B14)

λωR =
1

2
Mω

1 . (B15)

λR, called as the replicon mode, is the minimum one
among the three eigenvalues if the order parameters Q
and q are positive. Therefore replica symmetry breaking
occurs when the replicon mode λR becomes negative.

Now let us introduce a matrix Ξ̂ of size n(n−1)×n(n−
1),

Ξ̂ ≡
[
P−1 O
O P−1

][
HQQ HQq

HqQ Hqq

][
P O
O P

]
=

[
P−1HQQP γÎn(n−1)/2

γÎn(n−1)/2 P−1HqqP

]
(B16)

where Îm is identity matrix of size m × m. Note that
the diagonal submatricies P−1HQQP and P−1HqqP are
already diagonalized within themselves. The eigen values
λ of the total Hessian matrix Ĥ must satisfy the following
equation

det
[
Ξ̂− λÎn(n−1)

]
=
∏
k

[
(λQk − λ)(λqk − λ)− γ2

]
= 0

(B17)
which yields the eigen values,

λk± =
λQk + λqk ±

√
(λQk − λ

q
k)2 + 4γ2

2
(B18)

for k = 1, 2, ..., n(n − 1)/2. Note that λk± = λQk , λ
q
k if

γ = 0, which means that each degree of freedom doesn’t
affect the stability of another degree of freedom. Thus,
in the paramagnetic phase Q = q = 0 (see Fig. 3), all
eigenvalues are positive,

λL− = λA− = λR− =

{
1− (βε)2 (ε > J),
1−(βJ)2

α (ε < J).
(B19)

The Q = q = 0 solution becomes unstable below the
lattice glass transition temperature T ∗ = ε and the si-
multaneous glass transition temperature T ′c = J .

1. Spin-lattice decoupled case δ = 0

In the absence of spin-lattice coupling, the two decou-
pled systems are essentially the same as the spherical SK
model. In the pseudo spin glass and pseudo lattice glass
phases, the minimum eigenvalues become

λQR =
MQ

1

2
= 0, (B20)

λqR =
Mq

1

2
= 0, (B21)

respectively, i. e., marginally stable.

2. High rigidity case

For ε > J , the lattice glass transition occurs at the
transition temperature T ∗ = ε where λk− for all k be-
come 0. below T ∗, i.e. in the lattice glass phase with
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q = 1− T/ε (see Eq. (32)), λL− = λA− becomes positive
again,

λL− = λA− =
2q

(1− q)3
> 0 (B22)

while the replicon mode remains marginal,

λR− =
Mq

1

2
= 0 (B23)

It means that the system becomes marginally stable
against RSB in the lattice glass phase similar to the
spherical spin glass model [56]. There is another glass
transition temperature Tc(< T ∗) Eq. (34)below which

Q > 0 solution emerges. One can check that MQ
1 > 0

for Q = 0 above Tc but vanishes at Tc. where we can
evaluate the replicon mode as,

λR− =
MQ

1

2
= γ +O(t2) ∼ −t. (B24)

where t is the distance of the temperature to Tc (see
Eq. (38)). Therefore, the replica symmetry should be
broken below Tc.

3. Low rigidity case

For ε < J , the simultaneous spin and lattice glass tran-
sition occurs at T ′c and λk− for all k becomes 0. Below
T ′c, λA− = λL− becomes positive again,

λA− = λL− =
2Q

α(1−Q)3
, (B25)

and the replicon mode becomes

λR− = − γ
2

λqR
= −4(βJδ)4Q2

1− (βε)2
∼ −t′2.

Therefore, the continuous replica symmetry breaking
takes place at T ′c.

Appendix C: Glass susceptibility

The glass susceptibility is given by the inverse matrix
of the Hessian matrix Ĥ, i.e.

χ̂ =

[
χQQ χQq
χqQ χqq

]
=

[
HQQ HQq

HqQ Hqq

]−1

. (C1)

In order to obtain the n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) components

χij , let us consider the matrix Ŝ defined such that

Ŝ−1ĤŜ =



λ1+

. . .

λm+

λ1−
. . .

λm−


, (C2)

where m = n(n− 1)/2. Using matrix Ŝ, we find,

χij =
∑
l

silsjl
λl

(C3)

where sij is the components of the matrix and λl is a
short hand notation defined such that

λl =

{
λl+ (l ≤ m)

λ(l−m)− (m < l).
(C4)

Using Eq. (B16), we notice that Ŝ can be factorized as

Ŝ =

[
P O
O P

]
Û , (C5)

where Û is a matrix which diagonalize Ξ̂ (Eq. (B16)), i.e.

Û−1Ξ̂Û =



λ1+

. . .

λm+

λ1−
. . .

λm−


, (C6)

where λQk and λqk are given by Eq. (B12). Here, each
eigenvector is normalized as

2m∑
i=1

u2
ij = 1 for all j, (C7)

where uij is the component of the matrix Û . If γ = 0,
i.e. in the paramagnetic phase (Q = q = 0) or the pseudo

lattice glass phase (Q = 0, q > 0), Û becomes an identity

matrix Î2m. In the spin-lattice glass phase (Q, q > 0), we

obtain the elements of the matrix Û as,

ukj =


u(k+m)j = 0 if λj = λk±

−λ
q
k − λj
γ

u(k+m)j if λj 6= λk±
(C8)

for k = 1, 2, ...,m.
Now we find the inverse matrix of Ξ̂ is obtained as,{

Ξ̂−1
}
ij

=
∑
l

uilujl
λl

, (C9)

Then we obtain the glass susceptibility as,

χ̂ = Ĥ−1 = Ŝ



1/λ1+

. . .

1/λm+

1/λ1−
. . .

1/λm−


Ŝ−1

=

[
P O
O P

]
Ξ̂−1

[
P−1 O
O P−1

]
(C10)
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Note that all components of P are O(1). Here, it is con-

venient to decompose Ξ̂−1 as,

Ξ̂−1 =

[
Ξ−1
QQ Ξ−1

Qq

Ξ−1
qQ Ξ−1

qq

]
, (C11)

since the components of χαβ (α, β = Q, q) are associated
with only the components of Ξαβ .

We show the schematic picture of the temperature de-
pendences of χαβ (α, β = Q, q) in Fig. 5. In the follow-
ing, we present the detail of the computation to obtain
this.

1. Spin-lattice decoupled case δ = 0

In the absence of the spin-lattice coupling, the matrix
Û becomes an identity matrix Î2m. Thus, the compo-

nents of χQQ and χqq are proportional to 1/λQk and 1/λqk,
respectively, which grow as 1/|t∗| above T ∗ and diverge
at T ∗. In the pseudo glass phase, the replicon modes are
always zero, i.e., the glass susceptibilities always diverge.

2. High rigidity case

For ε/J > 1, the system exhibits the lattice glass tran-
sition at T ∗ and the spin glass transition at Tc which is
lower than T ∗ (see Fig. 3). Slightly above T ∗ the system
is in the paramagnetic phase (Q = q = 0) and 1/λqk for
all k proportional to 1/|t∗| as discussed in sec. B 2. Thus
we find all components in the sector χqq diverge at T ∗,

{χqq}ij ∼ O(|t∗|−1) (T > T ∗), (C12)

while χQQ and χQq have no singularity since the spin-
lattice coupling does not work as long as γ ∝ Q = 0.

Slightly above Tc the system is in the lattice glass phase

(Q = 0, q 6= 0) and 1/λQk for all k grows as ∝ 1/|t| as
t → 0. The components in the sector χQQ now diverge
at Tc,

{χQQ}ij ∼ O(|t|−1) (T > Tc), (C13)

while χQq still has no singularity since Q = 0.
In the spin-lattice glass phase, now γ becomes finite so

that Û is no more an identity matrix. Let us consider
the components of Ξ̂−1 related to λR± because they are
relevant to the divergent features of the components of χ̂.
Using Eq. (C8) and Eq. (C9) and noting (λqR−λR±)/γ ∼
O(1), we find the magnitude of the components of Û are,

Û =

[
O(1) O(1)
O(1) O(1)

]
. (C14)

Here each block size is m × m. Since 1
λR−

∼ |t|−1, the

components of Ξ̂−1
ij become{

Ξ−1
QQ

}
ij
∼
{

Ξ−1
Qq

}
ij
∼
{

Ξ−1
qq

}
ij
∼ O(|t|−1). (C15)

Therefore, the components of χ̂ slightly below Tc are ob-
tained as

{χQQ}ij ∼ {χQq}ij ∼ {χqq}ij ∼ O(|t|−1) (T < Tc).

(C16)

3. Low rigidity case

For ε/J < 1, the system exhibits the simultaneous spin
and lattice glass transitions at T ′c (see Fig. 3). Slightly
above T ′c the system is in the paramagnetic phase (Q =

q = 0) and 1/λQk for all k proportional to 1/|t′|. The
components in the sector χQQ diverge at T ′c,

{χQQ}ij ∼ O(|t′|−1) (T > T ′c), (C17)

while χQq and χqq remain finite.

Similarly to the high rigidity case, in the spin-lattice
glass phase, we consider the components of Ξ̂−1 related
to the only λR±. Using Eq. (C8) and Eq. (C9) and noting
(λqR−λR−)/γ ∼ O(|t′|−1) and (λqR−λR+)/γ ∼ O(|t′|), we

find the magnitude of the components of Û are evaluated
as,

Û =

[
O(|t′|) O(1)
O(1) O(|t′|)

]
. (C18)

Since 1/λR− ∼ |t|−2, the components of Ξ̂−1
ij become

{
Ξ−1
QQ

}
ij
∼ O(|t′|−2), (C19){

Ξ−1
Qq

}
ij
∼ O(|t′|−1), (C20){

Ξ−1
qq

}
ij
∼ O(1). (C21)

Therefore, the components of χ̂ slightly below Tc are ob-
tained as

{χQQ}ij ∼ O(|t′|−2), (C22)

{χQq}ij ∼ O(|t′|−1), (C23)

{χqq}ij ∼ O(1). (C24)

The notable fact is that the glass susceptibility of lattice
distortions {χqq}ij does not diverge by approaching the

simultaneous glass transition temperature T ′c from both
sides due to the pre-factor uij while the lattice glass order
parameter q becomes finite.
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Appendix D: Energy, Heat capacity

The internal energy and heat capacity within the RS
ansatz are given by,

〈E〉
Nc

=
1

Nc

∂(βfRS)

∂β

= −β
2

{
J2

α
(1 + 2δ2) + ε2

−
[
J2

α
(1 + 2δ2q)Q2 + ε2q2

]}
, (D1)

C

Nc
=

1

Nc

d 〈E〉
dT

. (D2)
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